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ABSTRACT
TRAFFIC MODELING IN LAGRANGIAN COORDINATES USING
SMARTPHONE APPS
by
Sergio Contreras
Pushkin Kachroo, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Traditionally, one of the ways tra c flow has been studied is by using the kinematic
wave model. This model is derived in the Eulerian framework by using conservation
of the number of vehicles. Recently, the kinematic wave model has been transformed
into Lagrangian coordinates. In this framework, the independent variables are unique
vehicles and time. The detailed change in framework, and the properties of the model
in the changed framework are reviewed. Numerical results from di↵erent tra c cases
are explained. Since vehicle trajectory data can be easily collected from smartphones,
a smartphone application is developed for this purpose. This data is naturally in the
format of Lagrangian coordinates. Vehicle trajectory data from smartphones is then
used together with the kinematic wave model in the Lagrangian framework to study
properties of tra c around the vehicle.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Research Goal
Transportation research is a large and varied field. One of the most important
areas in transportation is tra c flow. It encompasses the commutes of people who go
to work or school everyday as well as other more uncommon trips. In order to gain
some understanding of tra c phenomena, mathematical models have been proposed
and studied. By studying tra c, better decisions can be made about how to deal
with congestion, and how to maximize the flow of tra c.
One of the most used models to study tra c flow is the kinematic wave model,
which formulates how tra c flows along a road. This model treats many vehicles
together similarly to fluids. This model has been recently transformed into a La-
grangian framework, where vehicles are treated individually. This is a prime method
to study tra c when obtaining data from individual vehicles.
Obtaining data from individual vehicles has also become feasible recently with
the emergence of smartphones. Smartphones come equipped with GPS and other
sensors that can be used as tools. By developing apps on smartphones, the data from
individual vehicles can be recorded, and transmitted remotely for use in observing
tra c states. The incoming data is naturally in the form of Lagrangian coordinates.
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1.2 Emergence of Smartphones
Smartphones have been around since the early 2000s, but only recently have gained
wide acceptance. During this time, the definition of smartphones has also changed
with time as in [21]. According to ComScore, 45.4 million people out of 234 million
subscribers in the U.S. owned smartphones by the end of February 2010 [2]. In
quarter one (Q1) and Q2 of 2010, smartphone platforms accounted for less than 20
percent of handsets shipped globally [3]. According to Gartner total smartphones
sales doubled in Q3 2010 from Q3 2009 [4], and smartphones sales grew 72 percent
from 2009 to 2010. According to Berg, smartphone shipments grew 74% from 2009
to 2010 [5]. In the United States, according to Nielsen, 46% of mobile phone owners
had a smartphone by Q4 2011, while comScore estimated that 41.8% of mobile phone
subscribers had a smartphone [6] in the same period. By the end of Q4 2012, the
smartphone penetration in the U.S. was 55% according to [7].
In the U.S., among the mobile OSs, Android OS and iOS have the most market
share. Figure 1.1 shows recent trends among U.S. smartphones by OS.
Figure 1.1: US Trends in smartphones by OS
2
1.3 Smartphones for Lagrangian Data
Smartphones have the potential to become tools to gain information. The mul-
titude of sensors on smartphones are the sources of data. The sensors that are of
interest for collecting data from individual vehicles being driven on the road are
GPS, accelerometer, and gyroscope. As will be explained later, the data recorded
from an individual car is in the Lagrangian coordinates. Real trajectory data from
everyday vehicles on the road can be sensed with smartphones. Not only can smart-
phones obtain this information with sensors, smartphones can record and save this
information. The data can be saved locally on the device itself, or use the phone’s
internet connection to send data to a remote server. Smartphones are an opportune
way to obtain tra c flow data in Lagrangian coordinates.
1.4 Gateway to Information: Smartphones Apps
Smartphones have become abundant among the general public. The most suc-
cessful smartphones have operating systems (OSs) that have software development
kits. With these SDKs, developers have found many new and creative ways to use
smartphones. Apps can be developed to use the smartphone’s capabilities for many
areas, including transportation. Thus, there is a link to develop an app, and have
smartphone users reach a developed app through the OS.
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is divided into the following chapters.
1. Chapter 1 presents the motivation, background and arrangement of the thesis.
2. Chapter 2 presents the work already done with smartphones in transportation
related areas.
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3. Chapter 3 reviews an application developed for recording the GPS coordinates
in smartphones.
4. Chapter 4 reviews Lagrangian coordinates.
5. Chapter 5 goes over the transformation of the kinematic wave model into La-
grangian coordinates.
6. Chapter 6 presents numerical results of the modeling in Lagrangian coordinates.
7. Chapter 7 incorporates Lagrangian data from smartphones into modelling.
8. Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and presents future work.
4
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Smartphones are relatively new. The first iPhone was introduced in 2007, while
the first Android phone was introduced in 2008. Since application stores have been
introduced, many di↵erent smartphone apps have been developed on these platforms.
With this potential, developers have made apps for transportation areas as well.
The use of smartphones in transportation research has been discussed in several
works. These works describe the strengths and weaknesses of collecting data from
smartphones, the importance of penetration among all drivers, and some case studies.
2.1 Tra c Data from Smartphones
Before the age of mobile internet, tra c monitoring was done through loop de-
tectors, cameras, and radars [8]. These technologies cannot be implemented for all
arterials, and even some highways in certain places due to installation and mainte-
nance costs. In addition, loop detectors are prone to errors and malfunctioning. Due
to these reasons, the tra c community has searched for other ways to collect tra c
data that are reliable and cost-e↵ective. This is where smartphones come into play.
Work and Bayen [9] describe the smartphone as a link between the physical world
and the data world. The Global Positioning System (GPS) on smartphones provides
5
location based services. The nearest places (such as hotels, restaurants, highways,
etc.) to an individuals environment are obtainable through the phone. Thus the
physical world, where individuals are in reality, is translated into data by the smart-
phone through its sensors.
There are di↵erent ways to obtain location information from phones. One way is to
use the phone network to obtain location, through cell triangulation. The other way
is to use GPS hardware included in present day smartphones. It has been determined
that GPS locations are much more accurate than cell tower determined locations.
Now that GPS is a standard feature on smartphones, it should replace locations by
phone network.
Static sensors, such as loop detectors and cameras have been e cient for mon-
itoring highways, but using these sensors for arterials would be expensive [9]. The
production and availability of smartphones have increased dramatically. In North
America, where many people own smartphones, drivers who have smartphones can
act as probe tra c sensors. Thus, drivers with smartphones can be a more a↵ordable
way to monitor tra c on arterials.
There are benefits to using smartphones as sensors. First, the communication of
information is done through the infrastructure already in place (cell towers). The
penetration of smartphones that are potentially available as sample sensors in the
actual transportation system is increasing dramatically. It is observed in [8] that
the penetration of smartphones could soon provide an ample temporal and spatial
coverage. Smartphone devices by di↵erent manufacturers and with di↵erent operating
6
systems are capable of performing the same task.
2.2 Lagrangian vs. Eulerian
The kind of information collected through smartphones is Lagrangian. This is
di↵erent from the information collected from static sensors which is Eulerian. Static
devices such as loop detectors can capture many vehicles, while smartphone data just
follows one vehicle’s trajectory. Thus tra c density and flow cannot be measured
directly smartphone data. Another di↵erence is that information from smartphones
is only available from participants, vehicles with smartphones that are collecting data.
2.3 Privacy
Privacy invasion is also a topic of strong importance. According to Work and
Bayen [9], to keep the participation of the public, their location privacy must be safe.
Thus these authors have proposed Virtual Trip lines (VTLs). With VTL, phones are
triggered to collect information when crossing certain geographic line segments.
In [8] the di↵erence between temporal sampling and spacial sampling is explained.
Temporal sampling is collecting location information every fixed number of seconds.
Spacial sampling is collecting location information at specific locations. It is similar
to loop detectors which collect data at fixed locations. Temporal sampling gives
more accurate information, from the abundance of sample points, but conflicts with
privacy. Also location information on smaller residential streets is less important and
more privacy intrusive.
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With only some vehicles acting as probe sensors, the participating vehicles will
be varying in time and space. While this method of monitoring tra c is still not
standard, analysis of data needs to take into account the variable penetration [9] of
drivers with GPS-enabled phones. The quality of data obtained is impacted by the
proportion of the vehicle population where data is collected [11].
2.4 Case Studies
2.4.1 The Mobile Century Field Experiment
In this experiment, researchers from UC Berkley conducted a field experiment in
the San Francisco Bay area [8] where 100 vehicles carried GPS enabled phones to
investigate the feasibility of a smartphone tra c monitoring system for highways.
165 UC Berkeley students drove rented vehicles in 3 hour shifts on specific routes of
Interstate 880. The vehicles were driven in loops repeatedly to have continuous data.
Data was collected in two ways. First, each cell phone stored its position every 3
seconds locally. Second, data was collected at 45 VTLs along the studied highway.
The data collected from VTLs were used to obtain real-time travel time. These
measurements were also aggregated in five minute periods to compare with loop
detectors. It was concluded that VTL travel time estimates were more accurate than
loop detector estimates when compared to travel time taken from video cameras.
The data collected locally on the device every three seconds was used to recon-
struct vehicle trajectories. A shockwave from an accident that occurred during the
data collection process was observed in a position vs. time plot. A velocity field was
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also computed from the collected trajectories of the vehicles for comparison.
This experiment demonstrated the feasibility of real time tra c monitoring with
GPS enabled phones.
2.4.2 From the Mobile Millenium Experiment
In the case study for [12], historical data from GPS-enabled mobile phones is
used to develop a real-time tra c estimation system for travel time on arterials. An
expectation maximization algorithm was used to obtain travel time distribution on
an arterial network from historical data. The goal is to test the algorithm to process
new incoming data to estimate the current tra c conditions.
This algorithm is based on links and nodes, where links are arterials, and nodes
are tra c intersections. For a fixed time interval, each link has a random variable
for travel time. Travel times between start points and end points are observed from
probe vehicles. The travel time from origin to destination is a random variable that
is the sum of random variables of each link in the route.
9
CHAPTER 3
GPS Collection Apps
Many applications can take advantage of collecting variables on vehicle travel
runs. The most important variable to collect is the GPS location points. Along with
GPS comes the ability to also collect speed, heading, and accuracy. Collecting this
information provides data for di↵erent applications.
3.1 I-15 travel runs
Highways are the primarily used roads compared with arterials. In Las Vegas,
Interstate 15 (I-15) is one of the most widely used highways for transportation. One
of the projects at the Transportation Research Center (TRC) at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) was targeted on studying I-15. The main goal was to
create strategies for tra c control and management of urban construction.
To study tra c conditions under di↵erent scenarios, like construction zones and
congestion, TRC bought a device that recorded the trip through cameras and recorded
GPS locations. However, the data that was collected through this device was not
transferrable. This meant that the data collected on the device could only be read
on the device, and transferring the data from the device would be a tedious process.
A smartphone application to record vehicle travel runs on I-15 was built for this
10
purpose. The GPS locations, speed, and other variables could be collected from a
smartphone. This data had to be easily transferable as well. Thus the data was
written into a database in a sqlite format. The information recorded during a vehicle
run was saved locally on the smartphone in an sqlite file which could be copied to a
laptop/desktop computer.
3.2 Arterial Performance Measurement System (APMS)
Though highways are the primary roads traveled, arterials are important as well.
Tra c condition measurement has been successful for highways, but arterials are more
di cult to study than freeways for several reasons. Vehicle flows are complicated
by tra c signals, which cause queues and dissipation. There are many users with
di↵erent starting and destination points. Also, installing the same equipment that is
used on highways on arterials is expensive.
An arterial performance measurement system is needed to inform travelers of
the best routes, help tra c engineers manage the transportation system, and inform
the public of tra c conditions and reliability of routes on arterials. One of the
projects at the TRC UNLV was on this subject, APMS. The main goal was to use
di↵erent measurement data, such as bluetooth and bus locations, for studying APMS.
A smartphone application can also be another source for study.
The smartphone application for the APMS would be very similar to the one that
was built to study I-15. The data collection would still remain the same. There
would be some additional feature. The data must be transferred remotely as well.
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To be compatible with real time APMS applications, this data must be transmitted
instantaneously. The data is sent to the TRC server where it is put into a database.
The information that is received can then be processed.
3.3 Flow Chart for GPS Data Collection App
Open%Applica+on%
%
Start%Data%
Recording%
Get%ﬁrst%
GPS%
loca+on%
Has%user%
pressed%Stop%
Recording?%
Wait%T%
seconds%
Yes%
Finish%Recording%
No%
Record%GPS%
informa+on%
Figure 3.1: Flow Chart for Data Collection App
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The data collection application works in a very similar way for both the I-15
data collection and for APMS data collection. First the user must open the app
on the smartphone. When the user is ready to start driving, the user will push a
start recording button. The user will then put the app aside and resume driving
until arriving at the destination. When the user arrives at the destination, the stop
recording button should be pushed. While the user is driving, the app would be
recording measurements periodically. A flow chart of the data collection app is shown
in Figure 3.1.
3.4 Iphone Overview
The most important steps of the data collection application will be reviewed.
For these critical steps some code snippets will be shown as to how the steps are
implemented in code.
3.4.1 Obtaining GPS data
To obtain GPS information on XCode, the CLLocationManager class is used. This
object is the interface for obtaining location information to the app. An instance of
this class is required to determine when location events are delivered and when to
start and stop delivery of location points.
Since only one instance of the class should be used per app, and it is the most
important function of the app, the instance is defined as a field in the main object of
the app. It can be defined as a field inside the main application delegate, or inside a
13
UIViewController instance if the app uses a seperate view.
//Def ine the only l o c a t i o n manager ob j e c t
CLLocationManager ⇤ l ocat ion manager ;
After defining the location manager object as a field, it should be initialized. It
can be initialized inside the viewDidAppear method of the ViewController.
The location manager object will need a delegate, or an object that will receive
interruptions that come from location events. As long as an object implements re-
quired methods when interruptions occur from location updates/changes, the object
can be the location manager delegate. In the app, the ViewController is the location
manager delegate.
  ( void ) viewDidAppear : (BOOL) animated{
// I n i t i a l i z e the l o c a t i o n manager ob j e c t
locat ion manager = [ [ CLLocationManager a l l o c ] i n i t ] ;
// Set the de l e ga t e f o r locat ion manager
[ l ocat ion manager s e tDe l ega t e : s e l f ] ;
}
After the initialization, some properties of the location manager can be set up.
Namely, the frequency at which a location should be obtained, and the accuracy of
the location.
  ( void ) viewDidAppear : (BOOL) animated{
// other code . . .
// Set the d i s t anc e f i l t e r to update f o r any movement
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[ l ocat ion manager s e tD i s t a n c eF i l t e r : kCLDistanceFi lterNone ] ;
// Set f o r bes t accuracy , w i l l consume the most power and time
[ locat ion manager setDes i redAccuracy : kCLLocationAccuracyBest ] ;
}
In the app, the location manager can start providing location updates when
prompted.
// Star t g e t t i n g updates on l o c a t i o n
[ locat ion manager s tartUpdat ingLocat ion ] ;
i f ( [ CLLocationManager head ingAva i lab l e ] == YES)
{
// I f heading i s a v a i l a b l e on device , update heading
[ locat ion manager startUpdatingHeading ] ;
// View output
NSLog(@” Started Updating Heading ” ) ;
}
Current locations and measurements can be obtained periodically. The locations
and measurements obtained can be displayed in labels.
// d i sp l ay geog raph i ca l coo rd ina te in fo rmat ion
[ l a b e l on e setText : [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@%f %f ” ,
@” coord inate : ” , l ocat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . coo rd ina t e ] ] ;
// d i sp l ay rad iu s o f unce r ta in ty
15
[ l ab e l two setText : [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@%f ” ,
@” ho r i z on t a l accuracy : ” ,
l ocat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . hor i zonta lAccuracy ] ] ;
// d i sp l ay ins tantaneous speed o f the dev i c e
[ l a b e l t h r e e setText : [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@%f ” ,
@” speed : ” , locat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . speed ] ] ;
// d i sp l ay the d i r e c t i o n the dev i c e i s t r a v e l i n g
[ l a b e l f o u r setText : [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@%f ” ,
@”heading : ” , l ocat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . course ] ] ;
When the recording is to be terminated, the location measurements are stopped.
// stop g e t t i n g l o c a t i o n s
[ l ocat ion manager stopUpdatingLocat ion ] ;
i f ( [ CLLocationManager head ingAva i lab l e ] == YES) {
[ l ocat ion manager stopUpdatingHeading ] ;
NSLog(@”Stopped Updating Heading ” ) ;
}
3.4.2 Obtaining Gyroscope and Accelerometer Data
To obtain accelerometer and gyroscope information, the CMMotionManager class
is used. This class is the interface for obtaining motion information. An instance of
this class is required to obtain accelerometer data, and rotation-rate data.
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The instance of this class is defined as a field in the main object of the app. It
can be defined as a field inside the UIViewController of the app.
//Def ine the motion manager ob j e c t
CMMotionManager ⇤motion manager ;
After defining the motion manager object as a field, it should be initialized.
  ( void ) viewDidAppear : (BOOL) animated{
// I n i t i a l i z e the motion manager ob j e c t
motion manager = [ [ CMMotionManager a l l o c ] i n i t ] ;
}
After the initialization, the frequency at which a motion data is read is set and
motion updates can be started.
// s e t the update i n t e r v a l o f a cce l e romete r r ead ings
[ motion manager se tAcce l e romete rUpdate Inte rva l : 0 . 5 ] ;
// s t a r t acce l e romete r updates
[ motion manager s tartAcce l e rometerUpdates ] ;
// s e t the update i n t e r v a l o f gyroscope r ead ings
[ motion manager setGyroUpdateInterval : 0 . 5 ] ;
// s t a r t gyroscope updates
[ motion manager startGyroUpdates ] ;
}
The updated motion measurements are obtained and can be displayed in labels.
// d i sp l ay acce l e romete r in fo rmat ion
[ l a b e l s i x setText : [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@%@%c ” ,
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@”a : ” , motion manager . acce lerometerData ] ] ;
// d i sp l ay gyroscope in fo rmat ion
[ l a b e l s e v en setText : [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@%@%c ” ,
@”g : ” , motion manager . gyroData ] ] ;
When the recording is to be terminated, the motion measurements are stopped.
/// stop acce l e romete r and gyro updates
[ motion manager stopAccelerometerUpdates ] ;
[ motion manager stopGyroUpdates ] ;
3.4.3 Recording Video
While recording data measurements, a video can also be recorded. To use the
camera to record video, the UIImagePicker class is used. This class is the interface
for controlling the camera. An instance of this class is required to start recording.
The instance of this class is defined as a field in the main object of the app. It
can be defined as a field inside the UIViewController of the app.
//Def ine an in s t ance o f the image p i ck e r c l a s s
UIImagePickerContro l l e r ⇤my ipc ;
After defining the image picker object as a field, it should be initialized.
  ( void ) viewDidAppear : (BOOL) animated{
my ipc = [ [ [ UIImagePickerContro l l e r a l l o c ] i n i t ] a u t o r e l e a s e ] ;
}
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After the initialization, several properties of the image picker are set.
// get camera in s t ead o f photo l i b r a r i e s
[ my ipc setSourceType : UIImagePickerControl lerSourceTypeCamera ] ;
// j u s t use camera f o r r e co rd ing video
[ my ipc setMediaTypes : [ [ NSArray a l l o c ]
in i tWithObject s : ( NSString ⇤)kUTTypeMovie , n i l ] ] ;
// s e t the de l e ga t e o f the image p i ck e r
[ my ipc s e tDe l ega t e : s e l f ] ;
// put my own custom view on sc r e en to con t r o l camera
[ my ipc setCameraOverlayView : CustomView ] ;
// turn o f f d e f au l t camera c on t r o l s
[ my ipc setShowsCameraControls :NO] ;
// s e t camera to r ea r in s t ead o f f r on t camera
[ my ipc setCameraDevice : UIImagePickerControl lerCameraDeviceRear ] ;
// turn o f f the l i g h t s ( f l a s h )
[ my ipc setCameraFlashMode : UIImagePickerControllerCameraFlashModeOff ] ;
// s e t maximum durat ion to 1 hour
[ my ipc setVideoMaximumDuration : 3 6 0 0 ] ;
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// put custom camera view on the s c r e en
[ s e l f presentModalViewContro l ler : my ipc animated :YES ] ;
It is a simple instruction to start recording.
// s t a r t r e co rd ing
[ my ipc startVideoCapture ] ;
It is also simple to stop the recording.
// stop the r e co rd ing
[ my ipc stopVideoCapture ] ;
3.4.4 Saving Information Locally in a Database
In this application, periodic measurements are saved locally on the phone in a
database. The database is in the form of a file. This file imitates the SQL database
format and is called SQLite. This format is used because the file is saved on the
phone hardware.
To use SQLite easily, Apple’s Core Data is used. It is basically a wrapper that
lets a developer use objects to save data into an SQLite file. It is meant to simplify
the creation and use of an SQLite file.
To use Core Data, three pieces are needed.
1. NSManagedObjectContext - a placeholder for an NSManagedObjectModel
2. NSManagedObjectModel - an object that reflects an SQLite row
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3. NSPersistentStoreCoordinator - translator between an object and file storage
These are defined as a fields in the main object of the app.
NSManagedObjectContext ⇤managedObjectContext ;
NSManagedObjectModel ⇤managedObjectModel ;
NSPers i s t entStoreCoord inator ⇤ pe r s i s t en tS t o r eCoo rd i na t o r ;
Once defined, the managed object model is initialized first.
// i n i t i a l i z e the managed ob j e c t model
NSURL ⇤modelURL = [ [ NSBundle mainBundle ]
URLForResource :@”DataGatherer2” withExtens ion :@”momd” ] ;
managedObjectModel = [ [ NSManagedObjectModel a l l o c ]
initWithContentsOfURL :modelURL ] ;
After the managed object model is initialized, the name of the SQLite file is
created. The persistent store coordinator is given the managed object model to work
with. Then the persistent store coordinator is given the SQLite format to store, and
where the SQLite file is located. Then a managed object context is initialized and
set up with the persistent store coordinator.
// c r e a t e a s t r i n g named date . s q l i t e
NSString ⇤ stringFromDate2 = [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@. s q l i t e ” ,
str ing From Date ] ;
// po int to l o c a t i o n where the s q l i t e f i l e w i l l be s to r ed
NSURL ⇤storeURL = [ [ [ s e l f appl i cat ionDocumentsDirectory ]
URLByAppendingPathComponent : (@”%@” , str ing From Date ) ]
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URLByAppendingPathComponent : (@”%@” , stringFromDate2 ) ] ;
NSError ⇤ e r r o r = n i l ;
// I n i t i a l i z e the s t o r e coo rd ina to r with the managed ob j e c t model
p e r s i s t en tS t o r eCoo rd i na t o r = [ [ NSPers i s t entStoreCoord inator a l l o c ]
initWithManagedObjectModel : managedObjectModel ] ;
// Check f o r e r r o r when c r e a t i n g s to rage f o r SQLite
i f ( ! [ p e r s i s t en tS t o r eCoo rd i na t o r
addPersistentStoreWithType : NSSQLiteStoreType
c on f i gu r a t i o n : n i l URL: storeURL opt ions : n i l e r r o r :& e r r o r ] ) {
NSLog(@”Unresolved e r r o r %@, %@” ,
e r ror , [ e r r o r u s e r I n f o ] ) ;
abort ( ) ;
}
NSPers i s t entStoreCoord inator ⇤ coo rd ina to r = pe r s i s t en tS t o r eCoo rd i na t o r ;
i f ( coo rd ina to r != n i l ) {
// I f coo rd ina to r i s f i n e , i n i t i a l i z e a managed ob j e c t context
// and match i t to the managed ob j e c t coo rd ina to r
managedObjectContext = [ [ NSManagedObjectContext a l l o c ] i n i t ] ;
[ managedObjectContext
s e tPe r s i s t en tS t o r eCoo rd i na t o r : coo rd ina to r ] ;
}
When recording measurements, an object will be created with fields that are the
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same as the rows of a table in a database. The object will be of the class NSEntity-
Description and will be based on Event2. It will be inserted into the managed object
context.
Event2 ⇤ rd = ( Event2 ⇤ ) [ NSEnt ityDescr ipt ion
insertNewObjectForEntityForName :@”Event2”
inManagedObjectContext : managedObjectContext ] ;
After the object is ready its fields can be changed to the measurements obtained.
CLLocationCoordinate2D loca t i on2d = locat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . coo rd ina t e ;
[ rd s e tLa t i tude : [ NSNumber numberWithFloat : l o ca t i on2d . l a t i t u d e ] ] ;
[ rd setLong i tude : [ NSNumber numberWithFloat : l o ca t i on2d . l ong i tude ] ] ;
[ rd s e tHo r i z on ta l a c cu ra cy : [ NSNumber
numberWithFloat : l ocat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . hor i zonta lAccuracy ] ] ;
[ rd setSpeed : [ NSNumber numberWithFloat : l ocat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . speed ] ] ;
[ rd setHeading : [ NSNumber
numberWithFloat : l ocat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . course ] ] ;
[ rd setDate t ime : [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@” , stringFromDate ] ] ;
CMAccelerometerData ⇤ a c c e l = motion manager . acce lerometerData ;
CMAcceleration acc = ac c e l . a c c e l e r a t i o n ;
[ rd s e tAcce l e romete r x : [NSNumber numberWithFloat : acc . x ] ] ;
[ rd s e tAcce l e romete r y : [NSNumber numberWithFloat : acc . y ] ] ;
[ rd s e tAcce l e r omete r z : [NSNumber numberWithFloat : acc . z ] ] ;
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CMGyroData ⇤gyroData = motion manager . gyroData ;
CMRotationRate r o t a t e = gyroData . ro tat ionRate ;
[ rd setGyro x : [ NSNumber numberWithFloat : r o t a t e . x ] ] ;
[ rd setGyro y : [ NSNumber numberWithFloat : r o t a t e . y ] ] ;
[ rd setGyro z : [ NSNumber numberWithFloat : r o t a t e . z ] ] ;
s e l f . d i s t = [ locat ion manager . l o c a t i o n
distanceFromLocat ion : s e l f . p r e v i o u s l o c ] ;
[ rd s e tD i s t a n c e i n t e r v a l : [ NSNumber numberWithFloat : s e l f . d i s t ] ] ;
[ l a b e l e i g h t setText : [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@%f ” ,
@” i n t e r v a l d i s t anc e : ” , s e l f . d i s t ] ] ;
s e l f . r unn ing t o t a l = s e l f . r unn ing t o t a l + s e l f . d i s t ;
[ rd s e tD i s t a n c e t o t a l : [ NSNumber
numberWithFloat : ( s e l f . r unn ing t o t a l / 1 0 0 0 ) ] ] ;
When object’s fields are filled with the measurements, the object is saved as a row
in the database.
NSError ⇤ e r r o r 1 = n i l ;
i f ( ! [ managedObjectContext save :& e r r o r 1 ] ) {
NSLog(@” e r r o r in sav ing ” ) ;
}
When done using the Core Data structure, the objects are realeased.
[ managedObjectContext r e l e a s e ] ;
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[ p e r s i s t e n tS t o r eCoo rd i na t o r r e l e a s e ] ;
[ managedObjectModel r e l e a s e ] ;
managedObjectContext = n i l ;
p e r s i s t en tS t o r eCoo rd i na t o r = n i l ;
managedObjectModel = n i l ;
3.4.5 Sending Information to Remote Server
It is a useful feature to transmit data to a remote server. With this action, a
copy of the information that is saved locally on the phone is also saved remotely on a
server. If the phone gets lost or damaged, there is a backup copy of the information
on the remote server. Also, it is easier to export data from the server when the data
is needed for analysis.
The smartphone has the capability to perform this action. To do this, the data is
put into a specific format like XML or JSON. These formats encode information that
is both human-readable and machine-readable. Once data is in the correct format,
an http request is started attaching the xml information. The server script should
parse the xml data and perform the necessary actions.
To encode the obtained information, a string is created.
xmlStr ing = [ NSString stringWithFormat :@”<?xml ve r s i on =\”1.0\”?>
\n<tab le>%@\n<passwordin>password1</passwordin>\n<pk>”,
s e l f . s tr ing From Date ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%i</pk>\n<acc x >”, pk ] ;
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Figure 3.2: Example of XML format
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</acc x>\n<acc y >”,
[NSNumber numberWithFloat : acc . x ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</acc y>\n<acc z >”,
[NSNumber numberWithFloat : acc . y ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</acc z>\n<gyro x >”,
[NSNumber numberWithFloat : acc . z ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</gyro x>\n<gyro y >”,
[NSNumber numberWithFloat : r o t a t e . x ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</gyro y>\n<gyro z >”,
[NSNumber numberWithFloat : r o t a t e . y ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</gyro z>
\n<d i s t i n t >”, [NSNumber numberWithFloat : r o t a t e . z ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</d i s t i n t>
\n<t o t d i s t >”, [NSNumber numberWithFloat : s e l f . d i s t ] ] ;
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xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</t o t d i s t>
\n<hor acc >”, [NSNumber numberWithFloat :
( s e l f . r unn ing t o t a l / 1 0 0 0 ) ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</hor acc>\n<long >”,
[NSNumber numberWithFloat :
l ocat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . hor i zonta lAccuracy ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</long>\n<l a t t >”,
[NSNumber numberWithFloat : l o ca t i on2d . l ong i tude ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</l a t t >\n<heading>”,
[NSNumber numberWithFloat : l o ca t i on2d . l a t i t u d e ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</heading>\n<speed>”,
[NSNumber numberWithFloat : l ocat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . course ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</speed>
\n<timestamp>”, [NSNumber numberWithFloat :
l ocat ion manager . l o c a t i o n . speed ] ] ;
xmlStr ing = [ xmlStr ing stringByAppendingFormat :@”%@</timestamp>
\n<passwordout>password2</passwordout>\n</tab le >”,
[ NSString stringWithFormat :@”%@” , stringFromDate ] ] ;
// See the s t r i n g on the conso l e
NSLog(@”%@” , xmlStr ing ) ;
After the XML string is made, a web service request will be made.
// Construct the URL
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NSURL ⇤ u r l = [NSURL URLWithString :
@”http :// nutc . unlv . edu/APMS service . php ” ] ;
// Construct the web s e r v i c e URL
NSMutableURLRequest ⇤ r eque s t = [ NSMutableURLRequest requestWithURL : u r l
cachePo l i cy : NSURLRequestReloadIgnoringCacheData
t imeout In t e rva l : 1 0 ] ;
[ r eque s t setValue :@” text /xml” forHTTPHeaderField :@”Content type ” ] ;
[ r eque s t setHTTPMethod :@”POST” ] ;
[ r eque s t setHTTPBody : [ xmlStr ing dataUsingEncoding : NSUTF8StringEncoding ] ] ;
// I f the r e i s a l r eady a connect ion ,
cance l i t and s t a r t t h i s cur rent connect ion
i f ( connec t i on InProgre s s ) {
[ c onnec t i on InProgre s s cance l ] ;
[ connec t i on InProgre s s r e l e a s e ] ;
}
// I n s t a n t i a t e the ob j e c t to hold a l l incoming data
[ xmlData r e l e a s e ] ;
xmlData = [ [ NSMutableData a l l o c ] i n i t ] ;
//Create and i n i t i a t e the connect ion   non b lock ing
connec t i on InProgre s s = [ [ NSURLConnection a l l o c ]
in itWithRequest : r eque s t de l e ga t e : s e l f s tar t Immediate ly :YES ] ;
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3.5 Results
All of the previous components make the whole app function as a whole. When
recording a drive, two files will be saved locally on the phone. One is a movie file of the
drive, and the other an SQLite file with di↵erent parameters collected periodically.
These two output files are shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Saved items
The movie file can be seen later to see specific parts of the drive. If the data
implies that the vehicle was stationary for a few minutes, the video can show the
reason why the vehicle was stopped. A snapshot of the video can be seen in Figure
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3.4.
Figure 3.4: Recording a Drive
The SQLite file can be viewed with special programs. There are many free soft-
wares that can view this kind of file. Figure 3.5 shows the data that was collected in
this format.
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Figure 3.5: SQLite database
The data is also stored in a database in a server. This is shown in Figure 3.6.
Each drive is one table in the database. Each table has periodic parameters of the
vehicle.
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Figure 3.6: Server SQL tables in database
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CHAPTER 4
Lagrangian Coordinates
When collecting data using smartphones, observations come from vehicles. This
is comparable to observing only a single particle in a stream of many particles. To
understand these kind of observations, lagrangian fluid dynamics will be reviewed.
This review goes over material in [13].
4.1 Lagrangian Framework
In Lagrangian fluid dynamics, the identity of a single particle is an independent
variable. This identity can be one, or several properties describing that particle at
some fixed labeling time. Time is another independent variable, unassociated with
the identity of a single particle. After a particle has been labelled, the properties of
the particle are then dependent variables.
The following variables and terms will be used:
ai will be used to denote properties of a particle. The i stands for how many proper-
ties are going to be denoted. For example, a particle with ai = (1, 1, 1) describes
the position of the particle in a <3 system. In this example, a3 = 1. In this
chapter, ai will only denote the position of a particle.
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s is the fixed time a particle was labelled. For example, the properties of a particle
were ai = (1, 1, 1) at time s = 3.
identity for a particle is the pair of (ai, s). This pair, or identity, describes the
properties the particle at the labeling time s. With ai denoting position, only
one unique particle can have the properties ai at time s.
t is a variable for time.
Xi((ai, s), t) is the position at time t of the particle completely described by (ai, s).
The position of the particle completely described by (ai, s) at time t is a function
of the label (ai, s) and the time t.
ui((ai, s), t) is the velocity at time t of the particle completely described by (ai, s).
The velocity of the particle completely described by (ai, s) at time t is a function
of the label (ai, s) and the time t.
The system described above is di↵erent than the more commonly used Eulerian
system. In the Eulerian framework, position and time are independent variables.
In the Lagrangian framework, the identity of a particle and time are independent
variables. The di↵erences are shown below.
Independent Variables Function
Lagrangian (ai, s), t ui((ai, s), t)
Eulerian x, t ui[x, t]
Table 4.1: Lagrangian vs. Eulerian
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4.2 Relationship Between Lagrangian and Euler
A particular fluid particle has the identity (ai, s). An observer who moves with
the particle, a Lagrangian observer, can record the position of the particle. Suppose
the position is recorded as Xi((ai, s), t) where t is some time after the particle was
labelled (t > s).
x
y
(ai,s)
(Xi((ai,s),t), t)
Figure 4.1: Label of a particle
A Eulerian observer that is fixed at position xi at time t will detect the particle
if and only if
xi = Xi((ai, s), t) (4.1)
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Since the Eulerian observer is fixed in position, it can only observe what goes on
in the position xi. At time t, if the particle is not in position xi, the Eulerian observer
will not detect the particle.
4.3 Lagrangian Velocity
The Lagrangian velocity of a fluid particle is related to the position of the particle
in the following way:
ui((ai, s), t) =
@
@t
Xi((ai, s), t) (4.2)
The partial derivative is taken with respect to t of the position Xi of the unique
particle identified by (ai, s).
4.4 Property of Labeling
Now let q denote any property of a particle, such as density or velocity. For the
particle with identity (ai, s) at time t, its value of q is denoted as q((ai, s), t). For a
change  s after the labeling time s,
q((Xi((ai, s), s+ s), s+ s), t) = q((ai, s), t) (4.3)
The above equation just means that we can relabel the particle with identity (ai, s)
as (Xi((ai, s), s +  s), s +  s). Breaking (Xi((ai, s), s +  s), s +  s) into steps we
see that
(ai, s) is the original identity of the particle.
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Xi((ai, s), s+ s) is the position of the particle at time s+ s.
(Xi((ai, s), s + s), s + s) is a new label (position, labeling time) for the same
particle.
Thus, the particle with identity (ai, s) can be relabeled as (Xi((ai, s), s+ s), s+
 s).
x
y
(ai,s)
(Xi((ai,s),t), t) = 
(Xi((Xi((ai,s), s + ∆ s), s + ∆ s),t), t) 
(Xi((ai,s), s + ∆ s), s + ∆ s)
Figure 4.2: Relabeling
Referring back to Equation 4.3, this equation can be expanded using the definition
of Lagrangian velocity. Taking the full derivative of the quantity q((ai, s), t) with
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respect to the labeling time s and setting it equal to 0,
d
ds
q((ai, s), t) =
@
@s
q((ai, s), t) +
@
@ai
q((ai, s), t)
dai
ds
+
@
@t
q((ai, s), t)
dt
ds
= 0 (4.4)
Since t is not a function of s
d
ds
q((ai, s), t) =
@
@s
q((ai, s), t) +
@
@ai
q((ai, s), t)
dai
ds
+ 0 = 0 (4.5)
From Equation 5.13
dai
ds
= ui((ai, s), s) (4.6)
Therefore
d
ds
q((ai, s), t) =
@
@s
q((ai, s), t) + ui((ai, s), s)
@
@ai
q((ai, s), t) = 0 (4.7)
The above equation states that the quantity, q, of a fluid particle remains the same
on the characteristic ui((ai, s), s), which is the instantaneous velocity the particle has
at the labeling time s at position ai. See Figure 4.3. In a car modeled as a fluid
particle, if the car maintains the same velocity, it will maintain the same speed and
the same heading (the direction in which a car is moving). These are two variables
collected with GPS. Thus q, the quantity of the particle we are measuring, will remain
the same if the vehicle always maintains the same speed. This is consistent with
reality, as a vehicle that maintains the same speed would also be in a region of
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constant density.
t
ai
(ai,s)
ui((ai,s),t)
ui((ai,s),s)
Figure 4.3: The characteristic trajectory is ui((ai, s), s)
Choosing q to be one component of velocity, ui, of the velocity uk,
@
@s
ui((aj, s), t) + uk((aj, s), s)
@
@ak
ui((aj, s), t) = 0
Z t
s
✓
@
@s
ui((aj, T ), t) + uk((aj, T ), T )
@
@ak
ui((aj, T ), t)
◆
dT = 0
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ui((aj, t), t)  ui((aj, s), t) =  
Z t
s
✓
uk((aj, T ), T )
@
@ak
ui((aj, T ), t)
◆
dT
ui((aj, t), t) = ui((aj, s), t) 
Z t
s
✓
uk((aj, T ), T )
@
@ak
ui((aj, T ), t)
◆
dT
In the above equation, the Lagrangian velocity at the labeling time can be written
as the velocity seen from a Eulerian observer at (aj, T ).
ui[aj, T ] = ui((aj, T ), T )
Written with the above substitution, the equation is
ui[aj, t] = ui((aj, s), t) 
Z t
s
✓
uk[aj, T ]
@
@ak
ui((aj, T ), t)
◆
dT
or
ui((aj, s), t)  ui[aj, t] =
Z t
s
✓
uk[aj, T ]
@
@ak
ui((aj, T ), t)
◆
dT
This equation can be interpreted as the di↵erence in Lagrangian and Eulerian
velocities at di↵erent positions on the particle’s path.
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4.5 Di↵erent plots for Lagrangian
4.5.1 Streakline
If we release fluid particles at every moment in time from some starting time s to
some ending time t at a fixed position xi and then record where all of those particles
are for any t, then this set of points is called a streakline.
4.5.2 Streamline
Streamlines are a family of curves such that each curve is tangent to the velocity
vector flow. At any point of time, they show how a particle in a position will move.
4.5.3 Particle Path
This is the trajectory of a single fluid particle. This is the path the particle takes
in a flow over a time period.
4.6 Steady Flow
Flow is steady if Lagrangian values are invariant with respect to time change.
That is,
q((ai, s), t) = q((ai, s  T ), t  T ) (4.8)
In the above equation T is a shift in time. If the particle is labeled at di↵erent
times, but has the same quantity after the same amount of time has passed after the
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labeling time, then the particle is in steady flow. With invariance with respect to
time,
q(ai, t  s) = q((ai, s), t) (4.9)
The quantity q of the particle only depends on the position at time of labeling,
ai, and time after the labeling time, t  s, for steady flow. In this case the streamline
is Xi(ai, t  s) = Xi((ai, s), t)
When labeling, Eulerian velocity is related by
ui[xi, t] = ui((xi, t), t)
When flow is steady,
ui((xi, t), t) = ui(xi, 0)
taking the labeling time as s = 0. This means the velocity of the particle at any time
t is the same velocity as when the particle was labelled. Then the Eulerian velocity
is independent of time.
ui[xi, t] = ui[xi]
In steady flow, it is su cient to find the Eulerian velocity at time t = s. The
Eulerian and Lagrangian velocities are the same at time s: ui[xi] = ui(xi, 0).
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CHAPTER 5
Using Lagrangian Coordinates in Tra c Modeling
5.1 LWR model in Eulerian Coordinates
One of the most used models for studying tra c is the Lighthill-Whitman-Richards
(LWR) model in [14], [15]. This theory describes using one-dimensional wave motion
to study tra c flow. In this theory, there is a relationship between flow, the rate at
which vehicles pass some point, and density, the number of vehicles per unit length of
the road. The relationship between flow and density is flow = density times velocity.
This and the following two sections are a summary of the theory in [16]. The
following variables and terms will be used:
x is a variable for position in space.
t is a variable for time.
⇢(x, t) is the density at time t at position x.
⇢m is maximum density that is possible.
q(x, t) is the flow at time t at position x.
qm is maximum flow that is possible.
v(⇢) is the velocity as a function of density p.
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vf is free flow velocity.
The flow, q, can be written as a function of density and space instead of a function
of space and time.
q(x, t) = q⇤(⇢(x, t), x) (5.1)
A relationship with q as a function of ⇢ is shown in Figure 5.1. From zero density
until a critical density ⇢c, vehicles will travel at free flow speed. From ⇢c until ⇢m,
the velocity of vehicles will depend on density. As density increases the velocity of
the vehicles will decrease until the velocity becomes 0 at maximum density.
In a similar manner, the density can be written as a function of flow and space if
the function from q to ⇢ is one-to-one.
⇢(x, t) = ⇢⇤(q(x, t), x) (5.2)
The main result from the LWR theory is used in the partial di↵erential equation
of the conservation of the number of cars, which is
@⇢
@t
+
@q
@x
= 0. (5.3)
With the substitution of Equation 5.2, the PDE becomes
@⇢⇤(q(x, t), x)
@t
+
@q(x, t)
@x
= 0. (5.4)
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Figure 5.1: Fundamental Diagram, Flow vs. Density
@⇢⇤(q(x, t), t)
@q
⇥ @q(x, t)
@t
+
@q(x, t)
@x
= 0. (5.5)
or
w(q(x, t), x)
@q(x, t)
@t
+
@q(x, t)
@x
= 0. (5.6)
The above is true by defining w(q(x, t), x) =
@⇢⇤(q(x, t), t)
@q
. This function w
has units of vehicles/distance divided by vehicles/time. That is, the units of w are
time/distance.
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The full derivative of q with respect to x is
d
dx
q =
@q(x, t)
@x
+
@q(x, t)
@t
dt
dx
= 0.
Solving the PDE by the method of characteristics,
dt
dx
= w(q(x, t), x).
Therefore, the flow q at some point x0, t0 will remain constant along the charac-
teristic curve described by
t(x) = t0 +
Z x
x0
w(q(x0, t0), z)dz.
5.2 Cumulative Flows
Let the function N(x, t) be a cumulative flow function. For this function, a Eule-
rian observer will start counting cars at location x starting with some reference car.
The first car that passes the observer would be labeled 1, the second 2, and the nth
car that has passed the observer would be labeled n. The output of the function
N(x, t) will be the number of the last car that passed position x at time t.
Cumulative flows are useful for tra c analysis. In Figure 5.2, two curves are
drawn on the same graph, N(x1, t) and N(x2, t) for two locations x1 and x2. The
vertical di↵erence at time t0 is the number of vehicles between positions x1 and x2.
Similarly, the horizontal di↵erence between the curves at the height j is the time it
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takes the vehicle labelled j to reach x2 from x1. The partial derivative of this curve
with respect to time has units of number of vehicles/time. These are units of flow, q.
n
t
N(x1,t) N(x2,t)
j
t0
Figure 5.2: Two Cumulative Flow functions, Car number vs. Time
In Figure 5.3, two curves are drawn on the same graph, N(x, t1) and N(x, t2) for
two di↵erent times t1 and t2. The vertical di↵erence at position x0 is the number
of vehicles that passed position x0 during the time t2   t1. Similarly, the horizontal
di↵erence between the curves at the height j is the distance the vehicle labelled j
travelled during the time t2   t1. The partial derivative of this curve with respect to
position has units of -number of vehicles/distance. These are units of density, ⇢.
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nx
N(x,t2)N(x,t1)
j
x0
Figure 5.3: Two Cumulative Flow functions, Car number vs. Position
The N curves are actually step functions, since counting cars is an increment in
integers. However, for N to have a relationship with flow, q, and density, ⇢, the N
curve must be smoothed.
The partial derivative of N(x, t) with respect to x is density, ⇢(x, t).
 @N(x, t)
@x
= ⇢(x, t).
The partial derivative of N(x, t) with respect to t is flow, q(x, t).
@N(x, t)
@t
= q(x, t).
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Plugging in these new definitions of q and ⇢ into Equation 5.3, one obtains,
@
@t
✓
 @N(x, t)
@x
◆
+
@
@x
✓
@N(x, t)
@t
◆
= 0.
or
@2N(x, t)
@t@x
=
@2N(x, t)
@x@t
. (5.7)
This equation is equivalent to Equation 5.3 if the second derivatives of N(x, t)
exist. When there is discontinuity in the first derivative of N , a shock wave will form.
The conservation of the number of cars is satisfied as long as N(x, t) is piecewise
continuous.
When k and q are continuous then the relationship
q(x, t) = q⇤(⇢(x, t), x)
or
@N(x, t)
@t
= q⇤( @N(x, t)
@x
, x) (5.8)
is valid. When there are no shocks, the solution of this equation is found by the
method of characteristics. Knowing what q is determines what ⇢ is by equation 5.2.
From knowing q and ⇢ along a characteristic, we can also obtain N .
Setting the total derivative of N to zero,
d
dt
N =
@N
@x
dx
dt
+
@N
@t
= 0. (5.9)
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dN =
@N
@x
dx+
@N
@t
dt = 0. (5.10)
dN =  ⇢dx+ qdt = 0. (5.11)
Therefore, knowing N(xo, t0) and q(x0, t0) at some initial point, N(x, t) can be
determined along the characteristic curve.
5.3 Shock waves
When shock conditions occur, characteristic curves intersect. The surface of
N(x, t) generated will give a multiple-valued function of x,t. The di↵erent values
at x,t are a result of di↵erent initial conditions. From these multiple values of an
N(x, t) graph, there should be a unique, continuous solution.
A driver is mostly influenced by the cars in front of the driver, and not the cars
behind. A vehicle labelled with a number j will be influenced by vehicles with a
number less than j. The true solution for the multiple valued function N(x, t) is the
lower envelope of all values.
When there is any discontinuity in q and ⇢, a shock path will form automatically
from plotting N(x, t) from di↵erent initial conditions.
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5.4 Hamilton-Jacobi Equation in Eulerian Coordinates
The above theory is further extended in [17, 18]. The cumulative flow function
N(x, t) satisfies Equation 5.8.
@N(x, t)
@t
= q⇤( @N(x, t)
@x
, x, t)
where q⇤ is a di↵erentiable function. It is noted that the above equation has the form of
a Hamilton-Jacobi equation. The above equation is satisfied everywhere in its solution
domain except on shock curves where the function N(x, t) is not di↵erentiable. Along
the shocks, however, the function N must be continuous. When a kinetic wave
problem is well posed, it has a unique solution with stable shocks. In these extensions,
it is further assumed that q⇤ is concave with respect to
 @N(x, t)
@x
, or density, ⇢.
Daganzo shows in [17] that Newell’s formulation in [16] can also be solved as a
least cost problem in (x, t) coordinates. It is shown that the solution to the problem
with the above requirements is stable.
5.5 Hamilton-Jacobi Equation in Lagangian Coordinates
When using the cumulative flow function, N(x, t), there is a connection to the
Lagrangian framework. When N(x, t) = n, the resulting curve is the path that car n
takes for x and t. This curve is what an observer who is traveling with the vehicle will
record. The coordinate transformation between (x, t) and (n, t) is made by inverting
the cumulative flow function N(x, t).
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In the resulting transformation, it will be assumed that density, ⇢, will be strictly
positive. If ⇢ is zero somewhere, then the domain can be made smaller to only regions
where ⇢ is strictly positive.
Fixing the variable t, N(·, t) will be a decreasing function of x. To solve for x, we
have some function of n and t.
x = X(n, t). (5.12)
Here, X(n, t) defines the position of the vehicle labeled n at time t. We also have
the following relationships:
@X(n, t)
@t
= v(n, t) (5.13)
The change is position of the vehicle labelled n at time t is its velocity v.
@X(n, t)
@n
=  s(n, t) =   1
⇢(n, t)
(5.14)
The di↵erence in position between vehicles, spacing, or the reciprocal of density, at
time t is defined as the variable s.
To simplify the relationship between flow, q and density ⇢, velocity v is made a
function of just ⇢.
q(⇢) = ⇢v(⇢). (5.15)
Similarly, the relationship between q and v is
v =
q(⇢)
⇢
= q
✓
1
s
◆
⇤ s. (5.16)
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From Equations 5.13, 5.16, and 5.14,
@X(n, t)
@t
= v = q
✓
1
s
◆
⇤ s = V ⇤(s) = V ⇤
✓
 @X(n, t)
@n
◆
.
or
@X(n, t)
@t
  V ⇤
✓
 @X(n, t)
@n
◆
= 0. (5.17)
The above equation is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in Lagrangian coordinates.
In [19], it is shown that the if there is a viscosity solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation in Eulerian, N(x, t), then the viscosity solution when the problem is trans-
formed into Lagrangian coordinates is X(n, t). The vice-versa is also true.
It is argued in [20] that same method to solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in
Eulerian coordinates by using the least cost path method, can be used to solve the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation in Lagrangian coordinates. This, along with the Godunov
Method, are two possible ways to solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in both coor-
dinates.
5.6 Conservation Equation in Lagrangian Coordinates
Summarizing what has been done so far, everything started with the LWR partial
di↵erential equation in Eulerian coordinates. From there, assuming a relationship
between q and ⇢ we obtained a Hamilton-Jacobi equation in Eulerian coordinates.
Using the relationship between q, v, and ⇢ = 1s the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in
Lagrangian coordinates was obtained by using transformations. Now the LWR PDE
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will be obtained in Lagrangian coordinates.
Starting with the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in Lagrangian coordinates,
@X(n, t)
@t
= V ⇤(s) = V ⇤
✓
 @X(n, t)
@n
◆
.
the partial derivative with respect to n will be taken on both sides,
@
@n
✓
@X(n, t)
@t
◆
=
@
@n
V ⇤(s).
Rearranging the left side of the above equation, when X(n, t) is twice di↵erentiable,
one obtains
@
@n
✓
@X(n, t)
@t
◆
=
@
@t
✓
@X(n, t)
@n
◆
=   @
@t
s.
Finally, plugging the above into the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, one obtains the LWR
PDE in Lagrangian coordinates.
@
@t
s+
@
@n
V ⇤(s) = 0 (5.18)
5.7 Summary
Four tra c equations have been reviewed. Two of them were in Eulerian coor-
dinates and the other two were in Lagrangian coordinates. When solved, the LWR
PDE in either coordinate system will give an evolution in time of the initial density
profile. These equations are solved numerically with the Godunov method as in [21].
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The Hamilton-Jacobi equation in either coordinate system will give the trajectories of
vehicles evolving in time. These equations can be solved with the Godunov method
or by the variational principle(least cost path method).
Eulerian Lagrangian
Functions of (x,t) (n,t)
LWR PDE
@
@t
⇢+
@
@x
q⇤(⇢) = 0
@
@t
s+
@
@n
V ⇤(s) = 0
Hamilton-Jacobi
@N(x, t)
@t
= q⇤
✓
 @N(x, t)
@x
◆
@X(n, t)
@t
= V ⇤
✓
 @X(n, t)
@n
◆
Table 5.1: Summary of Equations
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CHAPTER 6
Simulations
After studying Lagrangian coordinates, and seeing how tra c models are trans-
formed into Lagrangian coordinates, simulations in Lagrangian coordinates will be
studied. How this data can be used in tra c theory will also be explored.
6.1 LWR PDE
Usually, the LWR PDE in Eulerian coordinates is used to solve for the evolution
of an initial density profile. An initial density profile is given, and using the Godunov
scheme, the density is solved for at a next time step iteratively. The Godunov scheme
is used because at discontinuities of density, ⇢, shocks form, and these shocks can
travel both forward and backward in time. A fundamental diagram (FD) with the
flow function q⇤ as a function of ⇢ is used.
The LWR PDE can also be solved in Lagrangian coordinates. As mentioned in
the previous chapter, the LWR PDE in Lagrangian coordinates is
@
@t
s+
@
@n
V ⇤(s) = 0. (6.1)
Similarly to how a fundamental diagram is needed for Eulerian coordinates, a funda-
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mental diagram is also needed in Lagrangian coordinates. This fundamental diagram
must relate velocity to spacing. In Eulerian coordinates speed is a function of den-
sity. This diagram is shown in Figure 6.1. The relationship is then transformed into
a velocity spacing relationship. The transformed FD used in Lagrangian coordinates
is shown in Figure 6.2.
V
ρc
vf
0 ρm ρ
Figure 6.1: Velocity vs. Density
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Vssm = 1/ρm
vf
0 sc = 1/ρc
Figure 6.2: Velocity vs. Spacing
The function used for velocity is,
V ⇤(s) =
8>><>>:
vf
sc   sm (s  sc) + vf sm  s  sc
vf s > sc
(6.2)
This function, unlike q⇤ in Figure 5.1 used Eulerian coordinates, only has nonneg-
ative slopes.
d
ds
V ⇤(s) =
8>><>>:
vf
sc   sm sm  s < sc
0 s > sc
(6.3)
Therefore, characteristics of this PDE only move to the right with respect to time.
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Numerically, the LWR PDE in Lagrangian coordinates is solved with the upwind
method. The di↵erence scheme is
st+ ti   sti
 t
+
 
V ⇤(sti)  V ⇤(sti 1)
 
 n
= 0.
or
st+ ti = s
t
i  
 t
 n
 
V ⇤(sti)  V ⇤(sti 1)
 
. (6.4)
Above, i stands for a cell with width  n, t stands for the current time step, and
t +  t stands for the next time step. In the above equation, the spacing at a cell i
at the next time step t+ t is equal to the spacing of the same cell i at the previous
time step minus some constant times the di↵erence in spacing between the current
cell i and the spacing in the cell before it i 1. The density that a vehicle experiences
is only a↵ected by vehicles in front.
Let us take a closer look at the relationship between ⇢(x, t) and s(n, t). As distance
x increases, the vehicle number n decreases, because it is closer to the lead in the
queue of cars. This is shown in Figure 6.3.
x
vf
0
......
12399100 0
n
Distance
Vehicle number
Figure 6.3: Position and Vehicle Number
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Some simulations will be run to better understand these concepts.
6.1.1 Low Density/Maximum Density
We will see the result of what happens when a platoon of vehicles with low density
meet a platoon of vehicles with maximum density in front of them. This is the case
when vehicles at free flow speed meet vehicles stopped at a red light. The initial
density profile is shown in Figure 6.4 in terms of the spacing s = 1/⇢. Cars labeled
0-51 are in a region of maximum density, or low spacing. Cars 52-101 are in a region
of low density, or high spacing.
Figure 6.4: Initial Spacing Profile
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As expected, as time passes vehicle 52 will reach the region of maximum density,
and will a↵ect the vehicles behind it. The evolution of the spacing profile is shown in
Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Spacing Profile Evolving in Time
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6.1.2 Jam Density/Low Density
Now the event of when a platoon of vehicles with maximum density have a platoon
of vehicles with low density in front is analyzed. This is the case right after a tra c
light turns green. When the light turns green, cars in front of the queue have cars
with low density in front. The initial spacing profile is shown in Figure 6.6. Cars
labeled 0-51 are in a region of high spacing. Cars 52-101 are in a region of low spacing.
Figure 6.6: Initial Spacing Profile
As expected, as time passes vehicle 52 will reach the region of low density, and
will a↵ect the vehicles behind it. The evolution of the spacing profile is shown in
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Figure 6.7
Figure 6.7: Spacing Profile Evolving in Time
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6.1.3 Very High Spacing/Low Spacing
The first two cases involved spacings that were between minimum spacing possible,
sm, and, sc, critical spacing. That is sm <= s <= sc on Figure 6.2. Now an event of
when a platoon of vehicles has spacing that is more than sc, have a platoon of vehicles
with low spacing in front is analyzed. This is the case where the vehicles in front are
stopped at a red light, and the vehicles toward the back are a long way away from the
front vehicles and from each other. The initial spacing profile is shown in Figure 6.8.
Cars labeled 0-51 are in a region of minimum spacing. Cars 52-101 are in a region of
very high spacing.
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Figure 6.8: Initial Spacing Profile
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As expected, as time passes vehicle 52 will reach the region of low density, but it
take a longer time to a↵ect the vehicle behind it since vehicle 53 is far behind vehicle
52. The evolution of the spacing profile is shown in Figure 6.9
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Spacing vs. Vehicle Number at t=10*∆ t
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Figure 6.9: Spacing Profile Evolving in Time
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6.1.4 Other Cases
Any other cases will look similar to either of the first two cases already seen. The
third case looked similar to the first case, with the only exception being how much
slower the vehicles toward the back of the queue were a↵ected by the vehicles in the
front of the queue. When the spacings of vehicles are in between sm and sc, the time
it takes for the vehicles to be a↵ected by the vehicle in front of them is constant.
When the spacings are larger than sc, the time it takes for vehicles to be a↵ected by
what is in front increases. When s > sc, as s increases the reaction time of a vehicle
responding to what is in front will also increase.
The main result is that when vehicles with lower density meet vehicles with higher
density, the vehicles in front of the lower density region will enter the higher density
region. And when vehicles have higher density than vehicles in front, these vehicles
will enter regions of lower density.
The only cases that have not been handled are ones involving zero density. But
when using the spacing s as the main variable, regions of zero density are not allowed,
since s = 1/⇢.
In these coordinates, the spacing of a specific vehicle n is only a↵ected by the
spacing of the vehicle in front of it, n  1.
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6.2 Vehicle Trajectories
To plot vehicle trajectories, the second tra c equation in Lagrangian coordinates
is used. That equation is
@X(n, t)
@t
= V ⇤
✓
 @X(n, t)
@n
◆
.
The above expressed as a di↵erence equation in the upwind scheme format is
X(n, t+ t) X(n, t)
 t
= V ⇤
✓
 X(n, t) X(n  n, t)
 n
◆
.
Rearranging,
X(n, t+ t) = X(n, t) + V ⇤
✓
 X(n, t) X(n  n, t)
 n
◆
 t.
The velocity V ⇤(n, ·) of a vehicle n will will either be the maximum speed, vf , or a
lower speed depending on the space between the vehicle n and a vehicle in front of
it, n  n. This can be written e ciently as
X(n, t+ t) = min (X(n, t) + vf t,X(n, t) + (↵ (X(n  n, t) X(n, t)) +  ) t) .
where
↵ =
vf
(sc   sm) n
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and
  =   vfsc
(sc   sm) + vf .
Looking at this scheme, one sees that the position of vehicle n depends on the
average distance to a car in front of it. If the distance is large enough, then the vehicle
n will travel at free flow speed. When the distance to the front vehicle is less than
the critical spacing, vehicle n will travel at a speed that is a function of that spacing.
When the spacing is sm, the vehicle n will have a speed of zero.
An initial profile for the position of 10 cars is shown in Figure 6.10. The last five
vehicles are in maximum density, or spacing sm. The first five vehicles have more
distance between them. The vehicles labeled 0-2 have more than critical spacing in
between them.
With the leader, vehicle 0, traveling at free flow speed for 50 seconds, the cars
behind can eventually speed up to free flow speed eventually. It takes longer for this
e↵ect to reach vehicle 9, the last one in the queue. This is consistent with the spacing
plots already seen in the first section. The vehicles behind ones that have free flow
speed can start going at free flow speed. Once there is enough distance between
vehicles, then the next ones in line can start increasing speed too. The cars settle
down to be in the critical spacing distance away from each other. This is shown in
Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.10: Initial Distance Profile of Vehicles
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Figure 6.11: Distance of Vehicles with Time
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CHAPTER 7
Smartphone Data in Lagrangian Coordinates
The data from the smartphone application made for collecting variables on vehicle
travel runs is now analyzed. Raw data from the smartphone is shown first. Then
some ways the data can be used with modeling is shown.
7.1 Data from Smartphones
As previously described, smartphones are capable of collecting GPS information,
and recording that data. The data recorded is in the form of Lagrangian coordi-
nates. This data will be shown visually to better understand information that can be
extracted.
The position of a unique car n for time t, X(n, t) is plotted in Figure 7.1. The
distance traveled relative to the start of the recording is shown with units of miles,
whereas the time relative to the start of the recording is shown with units of minutes.
The slope of the curve is the speed of the vehicle. One can easily see when the car
was traveling smoothly and when it was at a standstill. For example, the vehicle was
traveling at a mostly constant velocity around 7 minutes, and was stationary between
5.5 and 6 minutes.
The speed of car n for time t, V (n, t) is plotted in Figure 7.2. The speed at
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Figure 7.1: Distance vs. Time
di↵erent instants of time are shown with units of miles/hour. This plot is better seen
with speeds collected during discrete points of time because speeds fluctuate. The
figure is consistent with Figure 7.1.
The heading, measured in degrees relative to true north, of car n for time t is
plotted in Figure 7.2. In one dimensional tra c flow it is not necessary. This data
is useful to know which direction the vehicle was going. For example, between 4 to 8
minutes, the vehicle was going south.
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Figure 7.2: Speed vs. Time
7.2 Looking Ahead of a Recorded Vehicle
The data obtained shows the position and the velocity of a vehicle directly. Based
on how the vehicle whose trajectory was recorded moved, we can only estimate what
was going on in front of the vehicle. The only quantity about the vehicle in front that
can be estimated is the position. This is because the distance between the recorded
vehicle, and the vehicle in front is the spacing of the recorded vehicle. Based on the
velocity of the recorded vehicle, the spacing or distance to the vehicle in front can be
estimated. Since the relationship between velocity and speed is not one-to-one when
velocity is more than vf , the only thing that can be said about the vehicle in front is
that it is sc distance in front or farther in front. It is not known for sure. When the
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Figure 7.3: Heading vs. Time
velocity of the recorded vehicle is less than vf , then there is a one-to-one relationship
between velocity and spacing which is
s =
(v   vf )(sc   sm)
vf
+ sc v  vf . (7.1)
By using the equation above, one can place a vehicle in front of the recorded
vehicle. Such a constructed trajectory is shown in Figure 7.4.
As can be seen, the vehicle in front is very close in distance to the recorded vehicle
when the recorded vehicle has low velocity. It the closest when the recorded vehicle
is stopped and has velocity of zero. The very end of the trajectory of the constructed
curve shows that the vehicle in front moved backwards in space to get close to the
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Figure 7.4: Constructing a trajectory for the vehicle ahead
recorded vehicle. In reality this does not happen. The reconstructed curve just
estimates where a vehicle in front of a recorded vehicle could be by using the velocity
spacing relationship.
7.3 Looking Behind a Recorded Vehicle
One would expect more success in constructing trajectories of vehicles behind the
recorded vehicle. This is because vehicles toward the back of a queue are a↵ected by
the front of the queue. To do this construction, we will assume the recorded vehicle
is at a red light. Then there are vehicles behind the recorded vehicle at sm distance
behind each other. Depending on the time interval between samples of the recorded
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vehicle, the minimum spacing sm, and the vf , between two time samples the distance
needs to be interpolated in between  t steps so that the time step size satisfies the
CFL condition. Distance between two recorded sample points can be interpolated
linearly. Then trajectories of vehicles behind the leader vehicle can be constructed.
7.4 Vehicle Passing
Data from smartphones shows a particular vehicle’s speed and velocity. When
recording multiple vehicles, sometimes what is on Figure 7.5 happens.
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Figure 7.5: Vehicles passing each other
This shows that sometimes, a vehicle will pass another vehicle. The modeling
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done in the previous chapter does not take this into account. This happens because
vehicles are in di↵erent lanes in a multilane road. The di↵erent lanes on the road
can have di↵erent spacings between vehicles. For example, a vehicle on the rightmost
lane can have much lower velocity when the vehicle in front is making a right turn.
A vehicle in another lane does not experience a slow down. Also at a red light one
lane can have a bigger queue.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
The kinematic wave model for tra c modeling in Lagrangian coordinates has
been discussed. The Lagrangian framework is explained, and the transformation
from the traditional Eulerian coordinates has been reviewed. Four major equations
were analyzed, two of which were in Lagrangian coordinates. Simulations for these
two equations were shown.
The reason for using the Lagrangian coordinates is that smartphones collect La-
grangian data for a single vehicle. Velocity and position are a function of the particular
vehicle being recorded, and time. Smartphones are a good source for this kind of data
since they naturally record Lagrangian data and because they are widely available in
the public.
8.2 Future Work
The two equations used for simulations in the Lagrangian coordinates were very
basic. A two level or higher level equation can be used to describe the tra c phenom-
ena more specifically. The current formulation of the kinematic wave model assumes
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that vehicles cannot pass one another. This can be generalized to take into account
that vehicles do pass each other. A mixture of Eulerian and Lagrangian data can be
studied to see how to used both kinds of data together in modelling.
For the data obtained from the smartphone application, more data can be collected
from di↵erent situations. A study can be done that involves many participants. This
can be done to collect data on many more di↵erent locations, and see how much of
particular road segments are observable at given times.
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